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A Company of Swans 

 

Eva Ibbotson 
 

9781529023022 
 
 

Fiction > Historical Fiction 

Historical Fiction, Romance & Relationships 
Stories 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 416pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 19, 2020 

An enchanting love story set in the Amazon, by the award-winning and bestselling author of Journey to the River 
Sea, Eva Ibbotson, with new introduction by Joanna Nadin. 
 
A Company of Swans is a sweeping tale of romance, freedom and the beauty of dance from award-winning 
author, Eva Ibbotson, with a new introduction by Joanna Nadin. 
 
Weekly ballet classes are Harriet Morton's only escape from her intolerably dull life. So when she is chosen to join a 
corps de ballet which is setting off on a tour of the Amazon, she leaps at the chance to run away for good. 
 
Performing in the grand opera houses is everything Harriet dreamed of, and falling in love with an aristocratic exile 
makes her new life complete. Swept away by it all, she is unaware that her father and intended fiancé have begun to 
track her down . . . 
 
'I have binged on Eva Ibbotson . . . her elegantly written, witty and well-observed fables' Nigella Lawson, The 
Times 
 
Rediscover Eva Ibbotson, award-winning author of Journey to the River Sea, in her sweeping historical romances, 
including The Morning Gift, A Song For Summer and The Secret Countess, originally published as A Countess Below 
Stairs, Magic Flutes, originally published as The Reluctant Heiress, Madensky Square and A Company of Swans. 
 
Author Bio: 
Eva Ibbotson was born in Vienna in 1925 and moved to England with her father when the Nazis came to power. She 
wrote more than twenty books for children and young adults, many of which garnered nominations for major 
awards for children's literature in the UK, including the Nestlé Smarties Book Prize and the Whitbread Prize. 
Imaginative and humorous, Eva's books often convey her love of nature, in particular the Austrian countryside, 
which is evident in works such as The Star of Kazan and A Song for Summer. 
 
Eva passed away at her home in Newcastle on 20 October 2010. Her final book, One Boy and His Dog, was published 
in May 2011. 
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A NEARLY NORMAL FAMILY  

 
 

M. T. Edvardsson 
 

9781529008142 
 

Fiction > Crime, Mystery & Thrillers 
Thriller / Suspense, Crime & Mystery, Crime & 

Mystery,Fiction In Translation,Sweden 
 

PAN ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 512pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 19, 2020 

A Nearly Normal Family is the gripping psychological thriller about a mother, a father, and their daughter who is accused 
of murder. How far would you go to protect your family? 
'A deceptive and riveting novel' - Karin Slaughter 
 

How far would a parent go to protect their daughter? 
 

One night, eighteen-year-old Stella comes home late. The next morning she is accused of murder. 
 

As parents Michael and Ulrika deal with the fallout and try to protect their daughter, they must search out the truth - but 
how much do they really know about their daughter? 
 

A Nearly Normal Family is the stunning psychological thriller from M. T. Edvardsson, which asks what would a parent do if 
their child was suspected of murder, and just how far they'd go to protect them. Told from three viewpoints - father, mother 
and daughter - but who is telling the truth? Perfect for fans of A. J. Finn's The Woman in the Window or J. P. Delaney's The 
Girl Before. 
 

Praise for A Nearly Normal Family: 
 

'An absolutely fantastic read' - Jo Spain 
 

'An utterly compelling premise . . . a layered, intelligent novel' - Fiona Cummins 
 

'A canny, intensely suspenseful legal thriller' - Scott Turow 
 

'I couldn't go to bed until I finished it. Effortlessly brilliant' - Sandie Jones 
 
'I couldn't put it down' - Michelle Frances 
 
'An unsettling page turner. Highly Recommended' - Adam Hamdy 
 
Author Bio: 
M. T. Edvardsson is a writer and teacher from Trelleborg, Sweden. He is the author of three previous novels and two books 
for young readers. Edvardsson lives with his family in Löddeköpinge, Sweden. 
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Breasts and Eggs 

 
 

Mieko Kawakami 
 

9781509898206 
 

Fiction > General Fiction 
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945),Fiction 

In Translation, Japan 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Demy 
 

October 19, 2020 

A strange and beguiling novel about three women struggling to determine their own lives in contemporary Tokyo, from 
Japan's most exciting young writer, Mieko Kawakami 
 

A New York Times book to watch 
 

'Breathtaking' Haruki Murakami, author of The Wind-up Bird Chronicle 

'Radical' Katie Kitamura, author of A Separation 

'Uncommon precision' Yoko Ogawa, author of The Memory Police 

'Bold, modern and surprising' An Yu, author of Braised Pork 

'Incredible and propulsive' Naoise Dolan, author of Exciting Times 
 

On a hot summer's day in a poor suburb of Tokyo we meet three women: thirty-year-old Natsu, her older sister Makiko, and 

Makiko's teenage daughter Midoriko. Makiko, an ageing hostess despairing the loss of her looks, has travelled to Tokyo in 

search of breast enhancement surgery. She's accompanied by Midoriko, who has recently stopped speaking, finding herself 

unable to deal with her own changing body and her mother's self-obsession. Her silence dominates Natsu's rundown 

apartment, providing a catalyst for each woman to grapple with their own anxieties and their relationships with one another. 
 

Eight years later, we meet Natsu again. She is now a writer and find herself on a journey back to her native city, returning to 

memories of that summer and her family's past as she faces her own uncertain future. 
 

In Breasts and Eggs Mieko Kawakami paints a radical and intimate portrait of contemporary working class womanhood in 

Japan, recounting the heartbreaking journeys of three women in a society where the odds are stacked against them. This is 

an unforgettable full length English language debut from a major new international talent. 

 
Author Bio: 
Mieko Kawakami started her career as a singer songwriter and is now a prize-winning and bestselling author in Japan. Her 
first novella, My Ego, My Teeth and The World, was nominated for the Akutagawa Prize, the most prestigious literary prize in 
Japan, and was awarded the Tsubouchi Shoyo Prize for Young Emerging Writers. Her second novella, Breasts and Eggs, won 
the Akutagawa Prize. Kawakami's first full-length novel, Heaven, won the Ministry of Education's Fine Arts Award for Debut 
Work and Murasaki Shikibu Prize. Her collection of short stories Dreams of Love, Etc. won the Tanizaki Junichiro Prize. Breasts 
and Eggs, an expanded version of the novella, is her first full-length novel translated into English. 
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HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 
(William Warwick Series# 2) 

 
 

Jeffrey Archer 
 

9781529040821 
 

Fiction > Historical Fiction 
Historical Mysteries 

 

PAN ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 400pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 29, 2020 

 

 

From number one bestseller and author of the Clifton Chronicles, Jeffrey Archer, Hidden in 

Plain Sight is the extraordinary second novel featuring William Warwick. 

 

Hidden in Plain Sight is the second brilliant and captivating novel featuring William Warwick 

by the master storyteller and bestselling author of the Clifton Chronicles, Jeffrey Archer. 

 

William Warwick has been promoted to Detective Sergeant, but his promotion means that he, along with 

the rest of his team, have been reassigned to the Drugs Squad. They are immediately tasked with 

apprehending Ahmed Rashedi, a notorious drug dealer, who operates his extensive network out of South 

London. 

 

As the investigation progresses, William runs into enemies old and new: Adrian Heath, from his school 

days, now a street dealer who he convinces to turn informer; and financier Miles Faulkner, who makes a 

mistake that could finally see him put behind bars. Meanwhile, William and his fiancée Beth enjoy making 

preparations for their upcoming wedding, though an unpleasant surprise awaits them at the altar. 

 

As William’s team closes the net around a criminal network like none they have ever faced before, he 

devises a trap they would never expect, one that is hidden in plain sight . . . 

 

With Jeffrey Archer’s trademark twists and turns Hidden in Plain Sight is the extraordinary sequel 

to Nothing Ventured, the first novel featuring William Warwick. 
 
Author Bio: 
Jeffrey Archer, whose novels and short stories include the Clifton Chronicles, Kane and Abel and Cat O’ 

Nine Tales, is one of the world's favourite storytellers and has topped the bestseller lists around the world 

in a career spanning four decades. His work has been sold in 97 countries and in more than 37 

languages. He is the only author ever to have been a number one bestseller in fiction, short stories and 

non-fiction (The Prison Diaries). 

 

Jeffrey is also an art collector, sports lover, and amateur auctioneer, conducting numerous charity 

auctions every year. A member of the House of Lords for over a quarter of a century, the author is 

married to Dame Mary Archer, and they have two sons, two grandsons and a granddaughter. 
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HUMANS 
 

Brandon Stanton 
 

 

9781509851744 
 
 

Non-Fiction > Art & Photography 
Photographic Reportage,C 2010 To C 2020 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 1499 ǀ 432pp ǀ Hardback ǀ Other 
 

October 06, 2020 

The thrilling new book that brings people all around the world together by the creator of Humans of New York 

Brandon Stanton's Humans is a book that connects readers as global citizens at a time when erecting more borders is 

the order of the day. It shows us the entire world, one story at a time . . . 

 

Brandon Stanton's Humans - his most moving and compelling book to date - shows us the world. After five years of 

traveling the globe, the creator of Humans of New York brings people from all parts of the world into a conversation with 

readers. He ignores borders, chronicles lives and shows us the faces of the world as he saw them. His travels took him 

from London, Paris and Rome to Iraq, Dubai, Ukraine, Pakistan, Jordan, Uganda, Vietnam, Israel and every other place in 

between. His interviews go deeper than before. His chronicling of peoples' lives shows the experience of a writer who has 

traveled widely and thought deeply about the state of our world. 

 

Including hundreds of photos and stories of the people he met and talked with in over forty countries, Humans is classic 

Brandon Stanton - a fully color illustrated book that includes many photos and stories never seen before. For the first 

time for a HONY title, Humans will contain several of the essays Brandon's posted online which have been read, loved and 

enthusiastically shared by his followers. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Brandon Stanton s the creator of the #1 New York Times bestselling books Humans of New York and Humans of New York: 
Stories. He has been named a Time Magazine "30 people under 30 changing the world," an ABC News Person of the 
Week, told stories from around the world in collaboration with the United Nations, and was invited to photograph 
President Obama in the Oval Office. His photography and storytelling blog, also called Humans of New York, is followed by 
over thirty million people on several social media platforms. He is a graduate of the University of Georgia and lives in New 
York City. 
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Madensky Square 
 

Eva Ibbotson 
 

9781529023046 
 
 

Fiction > Historical Fiction 

Historical Fiction, Romance & Relationships 
Stories 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 288pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 19, 2020 

A rich and witty classic novel of love, community and home from the award-winning and best-loved Eva Ibbotson, 
introduced by Laura Wood. 
 
A whip-smart observation of the passions and tragedies behind daily life, Eva Ibbotson's Madensky Square is a 
classic snapshot of Viennese life before WWI, with a new introduction from Laura Wood. 
 
Susanna Weber's dress shop stands in the picturesque Madensky Square, a quiet little world of its own, nestled in 
the heart of glittering pre-war Vienna. 
 
As the winter of 1910 unfurls into spring, Susanna starts a journal about life in the Square, about the buildings and 
their colourful inhabitants. There's Frau Schumacher, with six daughters and a baby on the way, Professor Starsky 
and his menagerie of sickly reptiles, an aging bookseller, a teenaged Anarchist, and little Sigi - an orphaned child 
prodigy forced to play the piano all day, every day. 
 
And then there's her dear friend Alice, the only person who has noticed the heartbreak that hides beneath Susanna's 
brisk kindness and brilliant talent . . . 
 
Discover more of Eva Ibbotson's sweeping historical romances in Magic Flutes, The Morning Gift, The Secret 
Countess, A Song for Summer and A Company of Swans, all with brand new introductions. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Eva Ibbotson was born in Vienna in 1925 and moved to England with her father when the Nazis came to power. She 
wrote more than twenty books for children and young adults, many of which garnered nominations for major 
awards for children's literature in the UK, including the Nestlé Smarties Book Prize and the Whitbread Prize. 
Imaginative and humorous, Eva's books often convey her love of nature, in particular the Austrian countryside, 
which is evident in works such as The Star of Kazan and A Song for Summer. 
 
Eva passed away at her home in Newcastle on 20 October 2010. Her final book, One Boy and His Dog, was published 
in May 2011. 
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Magic Flutes 
 

Eva Ibbotson 
 

9781529015423 
 
 

Fiction > Historical Fiction 

Historical Fiction, Romance & Relationships 
Stories 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 288pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 19, 2020 

A beautiful, classic story of romance, intrigue and opera, by the award-winning Eva Ibbotson, with new 
introduction from Harriet Evans. 
 
Sweeping across countries, class and music, Eva Ibboton's classic historical romance, Magic Flutes, is a richly 
imagined tale of intrigue and identity, with a new introduction from Harriet Evans. 
 
In the spring of 1922, young Austrian Princess Theresa-Maria - known to her ancient aunts as 'Putzerl' - abandons her 
crumbling castle and her royal duties. Disguising herself simply as Tessa, she enrolls as under wardrobe mistress of 
the International Opera Company and soon loses herself in the intoxicating world of the Viennese opera. 
 
But when Guy Farne, an Englishman looking to impress his new fiance, arrives in Austria and employs the Company 
to perform at his newly purchased Austrian estate, he finds himself fascinated by the under wardrobe mistress, and 
Tessa finds it increasingly difficult to keep her two lives separate . . . 
 
'I have binged on Eva Ibbotson . . . her elegantly written, witty and well-observed fables' Nigella Lawson, The 
Times 
 
Rediscover Eva Ibbotson, award-winning author of Journey to the River Sea, in her sweeping historical romances, 
including The Morning Gift, A Song For Summer, The Secret Countess (originally published as A Countess Below 
Stairs), Madensky Square and A Company of Swans. Magic Flutes was originally published as The Reluctant Heiress. 
 
Author Bio: 
Eva Ibbotson was born in Vienna in 1925 and moved to England with her father when the Nazis came to power. She 
wrote more than twenty books for children and young adults, many of which garnered nominations for major 
awards for children's literature in the UK, including the Nestlé Smarties Book Prize and the Whitbread Prize. 
Imaginative and humorous, Eva's books often convey her love of nature, in particular the Austrian countryside, 
which is evident in works such as The Star of Kazan and A Song for Summer. 
 
Eva passed away at her home in Newcastle on 20 October 2010. Her final book, One Boy and His Dog, was published 
in May 2011. 
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PANDEMIC 
Tracking Contagions, from Cholera to 

Coronaviruses and Beyond 
 

Sonia Shah 
 

9781250793249 
 

Non-Fiction >  
MEDICAL, COVID-19, Epidemiology, Life Sciences, 

Microbiology 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 288pp ǀ TPB ǀ Demy 
 

 

Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize - A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice 
 

Prizewinning science journalist Sonia Shah presents a startling examination of the pandemics that have 

ravaged humanity—and shows us how history can prepare us to confront the most serious acute global health 

emergency of our time. Now with a new preface written in response to COVID-19. 
 

For all the advances in healthcare in recent decades, we are entering an age in which new pathogens are threatening 

humanity at an unprecedented rate. Over the past fifty years, more than three hundred infectious diseases have either 

emerged or reemerged, appearing in places where they’ve never before been seen. 
 

The outbreak we find ourselves confronting today should hardly come as a surprise: years before the sudden arrival of 

COVID-19, 90 percent of epidemiologists endorsed the view that one of these pathogens would cause a deadly 

pandemic sometime in the next two generations. It might be Ebola, avian flu, a drug-resistant superbug, or something 

completely new, like the novel virus currently plaguing our world. While it was impossible to predict the emergence of 

SARS-CoV-2—and it remains impossible to predict which pathogen will cause the next global outbreak—by 

unraveling the stories of pandemics past we can begin to better understand our own future, and to prepare for what it 

holds in store. 
 

In Pandemic, Sonia Shah interweaves history, original reportage, and personal narrative to explore the origins of 

epidemics, drawing parallels between cholera—one of history’s most deadly and disruptive pandemic-causing 

pathogens—and the new diseases that stalk humankind today. She tracks each stage of cholera’s dramatic journey, 

from its emergence in the South Asian hinterlands as a harmless microbe to its rapid dispersal across the nineteenth-

century world, all the way to its latest beachhead in Haiti. Along the way she reports on the pathogens now following 

in cholera’s footsteps, from the MRSA bacterium that besieges her own family to the never-before-seen killers coming 

out of China’s wet markets, the surgical wards of New Delhi, and the suburban backyards of the East Coast. Delving 

into the convoluted science, strange politics, and checkered history of one of the world’s deadliest 

diseases, Pandemic is a work of epidemiological history like no other, with urgent lessons for our own time. 

 

Sonia Shah is a science journalist and prizewinning author. Her writing on science, politics, and human rights has 

appeared in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Foreign Affairs, Scientific American, and elsewhere, and she 

has been featured on Radiolab, Fresh Air, and TED.com, where her talk “Three Reasons We Still Haven’t Gotten Rid of 

Malaria” has been viewed by more than a million people around the world. Her book The Fever was long-listed for the 

Royal Society’s Winton Prize for Science Books, and Pandemic was named a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book 

Prize and a New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice. 
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Queer Intentions 
A (Personal) Journey Through LGBTQ + Culture 

 

Amelia Abraham 
 

9781509866175 
 

Non-Fiction > Autobiographies, Biographies & 
Memoirs 

Gay & Lesbian Studies, Social discrimination & inequality, 
Autobiography: General, Memoirs, True Stories 

 

Picador ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 296pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 05, 2020 

This immersive, accessible and thought-provoking book takes the reader on a journey - from Los Angeles to Istanbul, 

via London, Stockholm and Belgrade - to explore the pros and cons, the myths and realities of life for LGBTQ+ people 

today. 

 

Shortlisted for the Polari First Book Prize 2020 

 

'Eloquent, empathetic and passionate, this book will not just resonate with a new generation of queer people, but with 

all those who seek to be their allies. A brilliant book.' - Owen Jones 

 

Today, the options and freedoms on offer to LGBTQ+ people living in the West are greater than ever before. But is same-

sex marriage, improved media visibility and corporate endorsement all it's cracked up to be? At what cost does this 

acceptance come? And who is getting left behind, particularly in parts of the world where LGBTQ+ rights aren't so 

advanced? 

 

Combining intrepid journalism with her own personal experience, in Queer Intentions, Amelia Abraham searches for the 

answers to these urgent challenges, as well as the broader question of what it means to be queer right now. With 

curiosity, good humour and disarming openness, Amelia takes the reader on a thought-provoking and entertaining 

journey. Join her as she cries at the first same-sex marriage in Britain, loses herself in the world's biggest drag convention 

in L.A., marches at Pride parades across Europe, visits both a transgender model agency and the Anti-Violence Project in 

New York to understand the extremes of trans life today, parties in the clubs of Turkey's underground LGBTQ+ scene, and 

meets a genderless family in progressive Stockholm. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Amelia Abraham (b. 1991) is a journalist from London. She has worked as an editor at Vice, Refinery29 and Dazed. Her 
main interest is LGBTQ+ identity politics, and she has written on this topic for the Guardian, the Observer, 
the Independent, the Sunday Times, the New Statesman, ES Magazine, i-D and Vogue. She also writes about feminist 
issues, human-rights, health, arts and culture and sex. Queer Intentions is her first book. 
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RANGE 
How Generalists Triumph in a Specialized World 

 

David Epstein 
 

9781509843527 
 

Non-Fiction > Psychology 
Learning, Social, Group or Collective Psychology, Popular 

Psychology, Sports Psychology, Advice On Careers & 
Achieving Success, Entrepreneurship, Business Strategy 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 352pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 01, 2020 

Range is the groundbreaking and exhilarating exploration into how to be successful in the twenty-first century. Through 
fascinating stories and vividly explained research, David Epstein demonstrates why, as the world has got increasingly 
complex, developing range can help us excel. 
 

The instant Sunday Times Top Ten and New York Times bestseller 
 

SHORTLISTED FOR THE FINANCIAL TIMES/MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD 2019 
 

A Financial Times Essential Reads of 2019 pick 
 

'I loved Range' - Malcolm Gladwell 
 

'Urgent and important. . . an essential read for bosses, parents, coaches, and anyone who cares about improving 
performance.' - Daniel H. Pink 
 

'So much crucial and revelatory information about performance, success, and education.' - Susan Cain, bestselling author 
of Quiet 
 

A powerful argument for how to succeed in any field: develop broad interests and skills while everyone around you is rushing 
to specialize. 
 

From the '10,000 hours rule' to the power of Tiger parenting, we have been taught that success in any field requires early 
specialization and many hours of deliberate practice. And, worse, that if you dabble or delay, you'll never catch up with those 
who got a head start. 
 

This is completely wrong. 
 

In this landmark book, David Epstein shows you that the way to succeed is by sampling widely, gaining a breadth of experiences, 
taking detours, experimenting relentlessly, juggling many interests - in other words, by developing range. 
 

Studying the world's most successful athletes, artists, musicians, inventors and scientists, Epstein demonstrates why in most 
fields - especially those that are complex and unpredictable - generalists, not specialists are primed to excel. No matter what 
you do, where you are in life, whether you are a teacher, student, scientist, business analyst, parent, job hunter, retiree, you 
will see the world differently after you've read Range. You'll understand better how we solve problems, how we learn and how 
we succeed. You'll see why failing a test is the best way to learn and why frequent quitters end up with the most fulfilling 
careers. 
 

As experts silo themselves further while computers master more of the skills once reserved for highly focused 
humans, Range shows how people who think broadly and embrace diverse experiences and perspectives will increasingly thrive 
and why spreading your knowledge across multiple domains is the key to your success, and how to achieve it. 

 
David Epstein is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Sports Gene. He has master's degrees in environmental 
science and journalism and has worked as an investigative reporter for ProPublica and a senior writer for Sports Illustrated. He 
lives in Washington, D.C. 
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Shuggie Bain 
Longlisted for the Booker Prize 2020 

 

Douglas Stuart 
 

9781529064414 
 

Non-Fiction > Autobiographies, Biographies & 
Memoirs 

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945),Central 
Scotland,C 1980 To C 1990 

 

Picador ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 448pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

 

A heart-wrenchingly moving first novel set in Glasgow during the Thatcher years, Shuggie Bain tells the story of a boy's 
doomed attempt to save his proud, alcoholic mother from her addiction. 
 
Longlisted for the Booker Prize 2020 
 
'An amazingly intimate, compassionate, gripping portrait of addiction, courage and love' The judges of the Booker Prize 
 
An Observer 'Best Debut Novelist of 2020' 
 
It is 1981. Glasgow is dying and good families must grift to survive. Agnes Bain has always expected more from life. She 
dreams of greater things: a house with its own front door and a life bought and paid for outright (like her perfect, but 
false, teeth). But Agnes is abandoned by her philandering husband, and soon she and her three children find themselves 
trapped in a decimated mining town. As she descends deeper into drink, the children try their best to save her, yet one by 
one they must abandon her to save themselves. It is her son Shuggie who holds out hope the longest. 
 
Shuggie is different. Fastidious and fussy, he shares his mother's sense of snobbish propriety. The miners' children pick on 
him and adults condemn him as no' right. But Shuggie believes that if he tries his hardest, he can be normal like the other 
boys and help his mother escape this hopeless place. 
 
Douglas Stuart's Shuggie Bain lays bare the ruthlessness of poverty, the limits of love, and the hollowness of pride. A 
counterpart to the privileged Thatcher-era London of Alan Hollinghurst's The Line of Beauty, it also recalls the work of 
Édouard Louis, Frank McCourt, and Hanya Yanagihara, a blistering debut by a brilliant writer with a powerful and 
important story to tell. 
 
Author Bio: 
Douglas Stuart was born and raised in Glasgow. After graduating from the Royal College of Art in London, he moved to 
New York, where he began a career in fashion design. Shuggie Bain is his first novel. 
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The Age of Football 
The Global Game in the Twenty-first Century 

 

David Goldblatt 
 

 

9781509854271 
 
 

Non-Fiction > Sports & Leisure 
Football (Soccer, Association Football),Sports Governing 

Bodies,Sociology: Sport & Leisure 
 

Picador ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 688pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format 
 

October 19, 2020 

The critically acclaimed global story of football in the twenty-first century. 
 

The epic exploration of football in the twenty-first century through the prism of sociology, politics, and economics, by 
David Goldblatt, the critically acclaimed author of The Ball is Round. 
 

'David Goldblatt is not merely the best football historian writing today, he is possibly the best there has ever been' - 
Dominic Sandbrook, Sunday Times 
 

In the twenty-first century football is first. First among sports themselves, but it now commands the allegiance, interest 
and engagement of more people in more places than any other phenomenon. In the three most populous nations on the 
earth - China, India and the United States where just twenty years ago football existed on the periphery of society - it has 
now arrived for good. Nations, peoples and neighbourhoods across the globe imagine and invent themselves through 
playing and following the game. 
 
In The Age of Football, David Goldblatt charts football's global cultural ascent, its economic transformation and deep 
politicization, taking in prison football in Uganda and amputee football in Angola, the role of football fans in the Arab 
Spring, the footballing presidencies of Bolivia's Evo Morales and Turkey's Recep Erdogan, China's declared intention to 
both host and win the World Cup by 2050, and the FIFA corruption scandal. 
 
Following the intersection of the game with money, power and identity, like no sports historian before, Goldblatt's 
sweeping story is remarkable in its scope, breathtaking in its depth of knowledge, and is a brilliantly original perspective 
of the twenty-first century. It is the account of how football has come to define every facet of our social, economic and 
cultural lives and at what cost, shaping who we think we are and who we want to be. 
 
Author Bio: 
David Goldblatt was born in 1965 and inherited, for his sins, Tottenham Hotspurs from his father. He has published highly 
acclaimed books of football: The Ball is Round, an astonishingly ambitious global history of the game, Futebol Nation, a 
footballing history of Brazil, and The Game of Our Lives about the meaning and making of English football, which won the 
2015 William Sports Hill Sports Book of the Year Award. He has also edited the World Football Yearbook, made sporting 
documentaries for BBC Radio, reviewed sports books for the TLS and the Guardian and taught the sociology of sport at 
Bristol University, De Montfort University, Leicester and Pitzer College, Los Angeles. 
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The Character Edge 
Leading and Winning with Integrity 

 

Robert Caslen and Michael Matthews 
 

9781529035056 
 

Non-Fiction > Business, Finance & Management 
Management: Leadership & Motivation,Advice On 

Careers & Achieving Success,Assertiveness, Motivation & 
Self-Esteem 

 

Macmillan ǀ Rs 750 ǀ 352pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal 
 

October 13, 2020 

True leadership is about character - the key to winning 'the right way'. The Character Edge shows you why this is so 
important in today's social environment and how to achieve it. 
 
The Character Edge is a groundbreaking leadership book that shows you how to win the right way. Based on real-life 
experiences and empirical research, it is co-authored by retired three-star General and former Superintendent of the US 
Military Academy at West Point, Robert Caslen, and Professor of Engineering Psychology at West Point, Dr. Michael 
Matthews. 
 
From the battlefield to the classroom, General Caslen and Dr. Matthews have witnessed firsthand the vital link between 
strong character and strong leadership, and how the latter cannot exist without the former. Competence matters, but 
without character, leadership ultimately fails. And the co-authors are increasingly troubled by the prevalence of character 
failures in society today; dishonest politicians, CEOs committing fraud, disgraced military commanders, and cheating 
athletes are among many other “win at any cost” stories dominating the news. 
 
While serving as head of West Point (the “Preeminent Leader Development Institution”), General Caslen personally 
oversaw the development of a plan to assess and foster character as a means of shaping tomorrow's leaders, a focus 
supported by Dr. Matthews's work. They now want to spread what they have learned to a much broader audience. 
 
The Character Edge will weave stories from their own lives and myriad other leaders together with new research about 
how to classify, measure, and cultivate character. The book is the first of its kind in employing the insights of a decorated 
military leader together with the knowledge of a prominent positive psychologist. It provides a compelling case for the 
powerful role character plays in trust, culture, and leadership; and it offers readers tools to exercise and strengthen their 
own character. 
 
 
Author Bio: 
General Caslen has led more than 200,000 soldiers, under nine commanders in chief, deploying six times; and he's headed 
West Point, the institution from which he graduated, for five years. 
 
Dr. Matthews has 40 years of experience as a psychologist, the past 15 of which have focused on character assessment 
and development among West Point cadets; he is a founding member of the Military Child Education Coalition's Science 
Advisory Board. 
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This is a breathtaking novel from Adrian Tchaikovsky, Arthur C. Clarke award winning author. The walls between many 
worlds are collapsing and only a handful of people are in on this secret. But how can they stop the end of the universe? 
From the Arthur C. Clarke Award-winning Adrian Tchaikovsky, The Doors of Eden is an extraordinary feat of the 
imagination and a page-turning adventure. 
 

They thought we were safe. They were wrong. 
 

Four years ago, two girls went looking for monsters on Bodmin Moor. Only one came back. 
 

Lee thought she'd lost Mal, but now she's miraculously returned. But what happened that day on the moors? And where has 
she been all this time? Mal's reappearance hasn't gone unnoticed by MI5 officers either, and Lee isn't the only one with 
questions. 
 

Julian Sabreur is investigating an attack on top physicist Kay Amal Khan. This leads Julian to clash with agents of an unknown 
power - and they may or may not be human. His only clue is grainy footage, showing a woman who supposedly died on 
Bodmin Moor. 
 

Dr Khan's research was theoretical; then she found cracks between our world and parallel Earths. Now these cracks are 
widening, revealing extraordinary creatures. And as the doors crash open, anything could come through. 
 

'Inventive, funny and engrossing, this book lingers long after you close it' - Tade Thompson, Arthur C. Clarke Award-
winning author of Rosewater 
 

Adrian Tchaikovsky is the author of Children of Time, Children of Ruin and many other novels, novellas and short 
stories. Children of Time won the Arthur C. Clarke award in its 30th anniversary year. 

 
Author Bio 
Adrian Tchaikovsky was born in Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire, and headed off to university in Reading to study psychology and 
zoology. For reasons unclear even to himself, he subsequently ended up in law. Adrian has since worked as a legal executive 
in both Reading and Leeds and now writes full time. He also lives in Leeds, with his wife and son. Adrian is a keen live role-
player and occasional amateur actor. He has also trained in stage-fighting and keeps no exotic or dangerous pets of any kind - 
possibly excepting his son. 
 

Adrian is the author of the critically acclaimed Shadows of the Apt series, the Echoes of the Fall series and other novels, 
novellas and short stories. The Tiger and the Wolf won the British Fantasy Award for Best Fantasy Novel - and Children of 
Time won the Arthur C. Clarke Award for Best Science Fiction Novel. This was in the award's thirtieth anniversary year. 
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The twenty-fourth thrilling mystery in the Inspector Montalbano series. 

 

The Other End of the Line is the twenty-fourth darkly humorous Inspector Montalbano mystery from the international 

bestselling author Andrea Camilleri. 

 

In Inspector Montalbano's coastal town of Vigàta, a surge of migrants have been coming in by boat, and all the town's hands 

are on deck to help the arrivals. At the heart of the scene are the police - on the lookout for the people smugglers 

responsible - and long night-shifts are rendering Inspector Montalbano and his officers exhausted. 

 

Then one night, while Montalbano is enduring yet another gruelling stint at the port, a separate crime is committed - 

unexplained, unexpected, and unpleasant. Elena, the dressmaker at the town's famous tailors, has been found dead - 

slaughtered by her own scissors . . . 

 

As a swell of desperate people arrive in search of a better life, Inspector Montalbano finds himself trying to unravel the 

mystery of who murdered the dressmaker. But as he makes his enquiries, the Inspector can't help but wonder: what will 

happen if he keeps tugging on this thread? And what will he find at the end of the line? 
 
 
Author Bio: 
Andrea Camilleri was one of Italy's most famous contemporary writers. The Inspector Montalbano series, which has sold 
over 65 million copies worldwide, has been translated into thirty-two languages and was adapted for Italian television, 
screened on BBC4. The Potter's Field, the thirteenth book in the series, was awarded the Crime Writers' Association's 
International Dagger for the best crime novel translated into English. In addition to his phenomenally successful Inspector 
Montalbano series, he was also the author of the historical comic mysteries Hunting Season and The Brewer of Preston. He 
died in Rome in July 2019. 
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Amos Decker, FBI Consultant, investigates a brutal murder in North Dakota in Walk the Wire by internationally bestselling 
author David Baldacci. 
Remember his name: FBI Agent Amos Decker is back in a brand new thrilling memory man investigation from number 1 
bestseller, David Baldacci. 
 

A town with a secret. 
 

A lone hunter discovers the remains of a woman in North Dakota's Badlands. She appears to have had a post-mortem 
performed on her reminiscent of those only seen on TV shows - but this time, there was no slab, morgue or camera in sight. 
 

A victim without a past. 
 

The reason why Irene Cramer's death merits an FBI investigation becomes rapidly clear when key questions surface about 
her mysterious past. Little is known about this school teacher, where she came from or her true identity. She clearly had 
something to hide. 
 

A hero with a unique skill. 
 

FBI investigator, Amos Decker and his colleague, Alex Jamison, are summoned to seek answers in the local community of 
London, North Dakota, which sits at the very heart of the fracking industry. Enriched with oil money, jealousy and a deep-set 
rivalry lie beneath a veneer of glitz and opulence. 
 

Decker soon realizes that the nearby 'eye in the sky', the Air Force Station, may hold the vital clues and that this town holds 
secrets so explosive that they could destabilize the entire country . . 
 

Walk the Wire by David Baldacci is the sixth book in the Amos Decker series. 
 

Once read, never forgotten. 

 
David Baldacci is one of the world's bestselling and favourite thriller writers and author of Long Road to 
Mercy, Redemption and One Good Deed. With over 130 million copies in print, his books are published in over eighty 
territories and forty-five languages, and have been adapted for both feature-film and television. David is also the co-founder, 
along with his wife, of the Wish You Well Foundation®, a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting literacy efforts 
across the US. 
 

Trust him to take you to the action. 
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A unique and extraordinary novel of alien first contact, and how humanity copes in the aftermath. 
 
At Jodrell Bank a mysterious signal of extraterrestrial origin has been detected. Artificial Intelligence expert Jack Fenwick 
thinks he can decode it. But when he and his associates at Hoxton tech startup Intelligencia find a way to step into the alien 
realm the signal encodes, they discover that it's already occupied - by ghostly entities that may come from our own past. 
 
Have these 'DMEn' (Digital Memetic Entities) been created by persons unknown for just such an eventuality? Are they our 
first line of defence in a coming war, not for territory, but for our minds? 
 
XX presents a compelling vision of humanity's unique place in the universe, and of what might happen in the wake of the 
biggest scientific discovery in human history. 
 
As compelling as it is visually striking, Rian Hughes' first novel incorporates NASA transcripts, newspaper and magazine 
articles, fictitious Wikipedia pages, undeciphered alphabets, and 'Ascension', a forgotten novelette by 1960s counterculture 
guru Herschel Teague that mysteriously foreshadows events. 
 
Wrapping stories within stories, Rian Hughes' XX unleashes the full narrative potential of graphic design. Drawing on Dada, 
punk and the modernist movements of the twentieth century, it ask us who we think we are - and where we may be headed 
next. 
 
The battle for your mind has already begun. 
 
Author Bio: 
Rian Hughes is a graphic designer, illustrator, comic artist, writer and type designer who has worked extensively for the 
British and American advertising, music and comic book industries. 
 
He has written and drawn comics for 2000AD and Batman: Black and White, and designed logos for The Avengers, The X-
Men, Superman, record label Hedkandi, MTV and James Bond. He has edited books on mid-century lifestyle illustration and 
custom typography, and written on semiotics, culture, and collecting vintage science fiction pulps and paperbacks. 
 
He lives in London. 

  


